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4. Luckily I was using twin front points or I would have been in big trouble. I use twin points on 
steep ice as my experience of using mono-points on chandeliered ice is that you can’t always get 
your mono- point to reach into the back of the grooves formed by the vertical corrugations in the ice. 
For mixed ground mono-points rule! (NB Petzl has since upgraded the front points of the early Lynx 
crampons as they have experienced a small incidence of breakage.)
5. Heat pads or hand warmers (Hothands) are potential finger-savers in extreme conditions. I 
climbed most of Polar Circus with one in each glove and I still got cold fingers especially when sec-
onding. One of the team who climbed the route next day got bad frostbite in his thumb – he didn’t 
have any heat pads! They last for as long as 10 hours but take at least two packs in case you are 
caught out. You can get ‘Hotfeet’ but I am told that they do not work as well as there is less oxygen 
available in your boot!
6. The new selected climbs guidebook to the area Icelines  £16.95 – now imported to the UK by 
Cordee – is a welcome arrival as the old guide is long out of print and reputedly fetches $250 on the 
internet!
7. Extreme cold is fairly simple to deal with as most of what you do is common sense. 
- Wear more but beware of ‘membrane’ gear (Gore-tex etc) as keeping dry is essential and you don’t 
need waterproof covering when it is -20°C. Membrane garments, whilst breathable, will impede 
moisture movement more than un-membraned clothing.
- Make sure your boots are up to it as reheating feet is difficult.
- Eat and drink regularly. Keep some water/isotonic drink in a robust bottle inside your clothing to 
ensure it doesn’t freeze.
- Carry plenty of ‘Hot pads’ to keep your hands warm. (plus spare gloves, Buffs etc)
- DON’T PUT METAL IN YOUR MOUTH or if you do find you have done it without thinking, 
bite it in your teeth and don’t let your lips touch any metal.
- Try and choose routes where you can keep moving reasonably quickly as long technical slow 
pitches will badly chill your second!
- Be careful with placing the picks of your axes as v cold ice is rock hard and more likely to damage 
and cold stress over-driven picks.
- Above all be aware that epics/accidents in extreme cold conditions will be more difficult to 
control/survive!

Weeping Wall from the Parkway. RH Route takes the ramp,corner and wall on 
the right.

JIM GREGSON

The Really Northern Playground
North Liverpool Land, East Greenland
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During the twenty-plus years of my own expedition visits to Greenland, 
narrated in my book Exploring Greenland (Vertebrate Publishing 2012), 

I have seen, climbed, trekked and skied in some amazingly spectacular 
landscapes. There have always been far more mountains than there has 
been time to attempt or climb. Even now, East Greenland is still one of the 
largest reservoirs of unclimbed, unvisited terrain anywhere on Earth and 
for the determined adventurous alpinist it holds many treasures waiting to 
be enjoyed.

Some of these treasures lie in areas that are not the remotest to reach but 
being largely unvisited they are not well documented. Liverpool Land, in 
the Scoresby Sund region is a case in point. The maps of the area, for all 
of their imprecision, show any number of names in English, Danish and 
Greenlandic, but not many are on individual mountains. The area was 
‘discovered’ by whaling ship captain William Scoresby who in the early 

Looking north from Varmtind. (Jim Gregson)
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19th Century mapped the coast and bestowed names on many islands, 
capes and headlands, plus the gigantic fjord system that bears his father’s 
name. Originally called the Liverpool Coast by Scoresby in 1822 – some 
of the place names commemorate Scoresby’s Merseyside friends – it was 
changed to Liverpool Land by Nordenskjold in 1907, and extends from 
N 70° 27' to N 71° 31', a mountainous area bounded to the west by Hurry 
Inlet, Klitdal and Carlsberg Fjord.

There is evidence of ancient Inuit occupation in the area, but the village 
of Scoresbysund (Ittoqqortoormiit) was only founded in 1925 and settled 
by a group of about 70 Greenlanders who moved from the Ammassalik 
area. Nowadays there are about 500 permanent residents, many of whom 
are still traditional hunters who take seal, walrus, narwhals, musk ox, 
arctic fox and polar bears (annual quota for polar bears is 30 specimens, 
but may not be females with cubs). Access to the area can be by sea for a 
limited summer period, but more usually is by air, flying into the airport at 
Constable Pynt / Nerlerit Inaat, built in 1985 on a low peninsula / delta 
on the west side of Hurry Inlet to serve gas and oil exploration centred on 
Jameson Land.

The mountains of Liverpool Land, although modest in height, have a very 
alpine character, rising directly from the sea in narrow fjords or projecting 
above many glaciers. The southern reaches have had large numbers of visi-
tors and many ascents have been made. Numerous ski-touring and trek-
king groups have also been active here. Records are however somewhat 
incomplete and details of ascents are sketchy. The absence of a cairn on 
the summits is a very unreliable guide as to a peak’s status. Few mountains 
carry official names, but there are many striking and spectacular peaks. 

Tony Hoare arrives at the rough location of base camp. (Alexandre Buisse)

The rock quality is variable – the best is good, the worst demands care. 
Summertime melt-out is considerable, especially in recent years as climate 
change has accelerated. There are several hunters’ cabins in the area and a 
number of warm springs. The most northerly part of Liverpool Land has 
had far fewer visits. A few parties, intent on a north to south ski traverse, 
have started from or near to Kap Greville. Climbing groups, to the best of 
my knowledge, have only numbered three – two of them my own.

My eye was drawn to the map of North Liverpool Land where a small 
icecap feeds a system of glaciers radiating west, east and north. On the west 
side, above Carlsberg Fjord, the mountains are relatively gentle but in the 
rest of the area there are chains of superb alpine peaks whose flanks fall 
steeply onto glaciers or directly into the sea. For many months of the year 
the fjords and inlets are frozen over and snow cloaks the mountains. Once 
the winter darkness abates the sun begins to work on the snow cover and 
conditions change rapidly.

My first chance to see North Liverpool Land came at Easter 2007 when 
I led a ski-touring group for Tangent Expeditions. When we landed at 
Constable Pynt the thermometer read minus 20°C and we wrapped up 
carefully to go by skidoo through Klitdal and over Carlsberg Fjord to get 
up onto the icecap. From a camp towards the west side my group spent 
two weeks in ski exploration, making a number of non-technical moun-
tain ascents. Two things registered with me – firstly the extended period of 
sunshine hours even in April, and secondly that this area held a great trove 
of fantastic mountains. I’d have to return.

In 2011, despite my attempts to stay below radar, I was contacted for 
information by two Australian women alpinists. They were planning their 
own visit to North Liverpool 
Land which they duly carried 
out in early 2012. Gemma 
Woldendorp and Natasha 
Sebire arrived in Constable 
Pynt, rented some kit from 
Tangent Expeditions then went 
north by dog-sled before setting 
up camp on the icecap further 
east where they explored on 
ski and climbed several good 
peaks, including Mount Mighty 
and Longridge Peak. They 
even made parapente descents 
from some of their summits. 

Gemma and Natasha made a must-see short film of their adventures, 
Resounding Silence, before rounding off the 5-6 week trip by skiing all the 
way back to Constable Pynt. Watching their film renewed my own interest 
in returning to North Liverpool Land.

I had a nucleus for a group: myself, my wife Sandy and old pal Geoff 

Tony Hoare helping to dig out the tents on day 4 
of the storm. (Alexandre Buisse)
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Bonney were all Greenland regulars spanning many years. However, 
when a further keen friend had to drop out, the economics didn’t work. 
ALPINET to the rescue – surely there would be other AC members who 
could be recruited? Soon enough I was receiving lots of inquiries, partic-
ularly about costs and dates. Eventually, to my relief, signatures on the 
dotted line came from the above three plus Yorkshiremen Michael Smith 
and Peter Chadwick, Alexandre Buisse from France and Tony Hoare from 
Canada.

Of the seven, five are AC members – this helped to access grant aid 
from the AC Climbing Fund and First Ascent which was very helpful, as 
one thing you can be sure of is that expeditions to Greenland do not come 
cheap. As this was a group of experienced independent alpinists I would 
not be acting as a formal leader but as an organiser/coordinator. Using my 
own long-standing links with Tangent Expeditions I was able to secure a 
very good deal for the party in terms of logistics, food and fuel, specialist 
kit, advance freight, insurance, charter flights, transit accommodation and 
snowmobile transport, so we soon had flights to Iceland fixed up and were 
eager to go.

Alex, being the Benjamin of what would be a fairly greybeard bunch 
(apologies to Sandy!) contrived to be involved in a small avalanche inci-
dent above Courmayeur just a few weeks before departure and suffered a 
ruptured knee ligament. After a scan and consulting his surgeon he was 
fitted with a bionic knee brace and bravely joined the trip. We expected 
him to be a bit of a greyhound in any case, so now we more ‘mature’ gents 
might stand a bit of a chance.

Mount Mighty Group, North Liverpool Land, East Greenland. A. Mount Mighty 
(FA Australians 2012, parapente descent), B. Kuldefjeld, FA via Charlotte Road 
(Gregson, Gregson, Bonney 2014), B* descent,

Thus we all buzzed into Reykjavik, pitching up at our favoured transit 
spot, Snorri’s Guesthouse. On the next day we flew by charter flight 
over the ice-pocked ocean to Constable Pynt and a night under cover in 
‘Tangentville’, the forward base of Tangent Expeditions. Kit, food and fuel 
all gathered, we were good to go. 

Next morning, we loaded up Tangent’s Snow Dragons snowmobile 
sledge-train, donned multiple layers of clothing and set off. Riding pillion 
on a snowmobile is fine, albeit cold, but riding in a box-sledge is a bone-
jarring, teeth-rattling bumpfest, to be endured but not really enjoyed. We 
were looking at 80 kilometres of it, first over frozen Hurry Inlet, then 
through Klitdal (a zone of sand and riverbeds in summer), down by Paselv, 
over icebound Carlsberg Fjord and with luck right up onto the northerly 
icecap of Liverpool Land.

At about halfway, Michael exclaimed and pointed ‘A bear!’ A gaze was 
caught by a rapidly retreating dark shape which suddenly burst into three 
– a mother polar bear and two fair-sized cubs. These were the first live 
polar bears I had seen in more than twenty years of Greenland expeditions, 
and a salutary reminder of why we had firearms, flares, pepper spray and 
tripwires with us.

At last we were dropped off with all of our stuff – high enough on the 
icecap, but a few kilometres short of our ideal spot. There remained an 
abrupt bout of heavy pulk-hauling for a few hours to get further up and 
across the ice to an elevated but level glacier shelf at c.525m, just 1500m 
from our pre-chosen location. Camping where you are vulnerable to deep 
shade is to be avoided in the Arctic. 

C. Snow White Col North face (Buisse, Hoare 2014), D1-7. The Seven Dwarfs 
(all unclimbed): Grumpy, Sneezy, Bashful, Happy, Dopey, Doc, Sleepy, E. Tower 
of Silence (unclimbed, Australian attempt 2012). (Alexandre Buisse)
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Next day the cloud cleared. We organised base camp: latrine, trip-
wired perimeter, kit allocated and distributed. Firearms drill followed; the 
rifle was good and reliable but the pump-action shotgun kept jamming 
(worrying), flares and pepper spray shared out. Now it was time to go out 
and do so we split into two teams of two and one of three.

Alex and Tony, both pro photographers, had a few obligations to one 
or two equipment sponsors so they were looking for a mix of skiing and 
climbing outings. They opened with a move off south where they skied up 
the north-east glacier face of Mount Thistle (1040m), with an option on 
a steeper descent. Icy conditions led them to ski back down their ascent 
line. Their next excursion was a ski traverse north-east from base, over 
Bird Bone Peak and along the ridge as far as Kagoo Peak and then back. 
A good first ascent followed on Mount Hulya 1 where they climbed the 
Marmotte Ridge (NW) at PD sup and decided against pushing on for a 
further traverse which would have had a lot of ups and downs. In pursuit 
of photographs they went to the top of 3pm Attack Nunatak, 528m, and 
skied down its west face. (3pm should have been ‘Noon Attack’ Nunatak 
but Tony and Alex started too late from camp!). On another day they also 
set out for the Seven Dwarfs, a row of summits across the glacier. They 
climbed the Snow White Col by its 200m 60° north face to access the ridge 
but later retreated due to mistrust of the rock. The Dwarfs as a full traverse 
would be a major undertaking, needing warmer weather ( and maybe a 
few bolts for rappel anchors, according to Alex, due to compactness of the 
rock). They had spied other peaks and lines, among them  an interesting 
mini-Matterhorn, but like all of us ran out of good weather days.

Michael and Peter, revelling in being in the pristine Arctic, wanted to 
focus on seeing as much of it as possible in available time rather than 
seeking out overly technical climbing. After an early ascent of Bird Bone 
Point and Bird Bone Peak right above base camp they used their Nordic 

Tony Hoare passing the Seven Dwarfs, on the way to Mount Hulya. The 
unclimbed Tower of Silence in profile. (Alexandre Buisse)

ski gear to whiz about on a long excursion southwards taking in several 
tops on Old Men’s Peak and ending in a view over into the lake-studded 
non-glacial transverse valley which runs east-west right across Liverpool 
Land from Pasfjord to Carlsberg Fjord. They returned by a more westerly 
glacier arm. After this they decided to make a move off to the north so 
packed up and hauled away for a few kilometres to a new campsite with 
a wide vista across ocean and mountain. From this location they made a 
few first ascents but also accessed the ridge bearing Kagoo, Diamond and 

Tony Hoare on the lower slopes of the small Birdbone Peak, during the second 
ascent and first ski descent. (Alexandre Buisse)
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Icecream Peaks (Aus 2012). When the weather turned they moved back to 
base camp.

Jim, Sandy and Geoff opened their account with a very good first ascent 
on the big mountain between Mount Mighty and the Seven Dwarfs, which 
they called Kuldefjeld (Cold Mountain, 980m). Their route up the north-
west spur Charlotte Road went at AD inf / PD sup for c.450m with fine 
positions. A descent was made by the ridge leading towards Mount Mighty 
then down the north-east face. For the next outing Geoff (75) elected to take 
a rain check so Sandy and Jim skied out east towards Neild Bugt aiming for 
a possible ridge traverse starting up Hvithorn (White Horn). After a nice 
arête climb they were very surprised to reach an unexpected small summit 
cut off from Hvithorn by an almost vertical drop of a rope length, with 
steep goulottes to north and south. This was not obvious from below and in 
reality a start point for Hvithorn would need to be made further along the 
glacier, so this small top was named Varmtind (Warm Peak 750m). Geoff 
rejoined the active list for a day of ski ascents reached by going north from 
base then up to the top of Carlsberg Dome (845m) from the north-west with 
a continuation ski ascent onto Kagoo Peak before a return as all the lower 
fjords and valleys filled with inversion fog as pressure fell.

From all the summits reached we realised that there were many more 
stunning peaks than we would have time for in just this one trip. Many 
would not be pushovers as the ridge crests of Hulya and the Seven Dwarfs 
showed. There is also the still virgin big Tower of Silence just west of the 
Dwarfs. During our visit there was still a lot of winter or recent storm snow 
on the mountains and quite a lot of avalanche evidence as the sun got to 
work. Perhaps a slightly later visit would reduce the risk of slides, but the 
onset of melt in the Arctic can be very rapid and seasons vary. 2014 was 

High on Kuldefjeld. Geoff Bonney and Sandy Gregson arrive at the summit 
on the first ascent of Charlotte Road. Longridge Peak and more unclimbed 
mountains away to the north-east. (Jim Gregson)

definitely colder than 
2007 but the snow was 
more unstable.

When the fog came 
it brought a very chilly 
whiteout and our activi-
ties were limited to 
short outings from base 
to nearby tops like Bird 
Peak and 3pm Attack 
Nunatak which had a 
fascinating icicle-fringed 
glacier moat on three 
sides. Itching to do more 
we realised we had run 
out of time, but our 
summit days showed a 
whole range of possible 
future targets and good 
reasons to return. Then 
we had a day and night 
of knifingly cold north 
winds which blasted us 
with spindrift to empha-
sise that we must finish.

A satphone call fixed 
our snowmobile pickup. 
We needed the wind to drop and whiteout to lift as safe motorised glacier 
travel needs good visibility. We agreed to haul down off the icecap to make 
a rendezvous. The weather co-operated as we broke camp and the collar-
work was for just an hour or two before the Snow Dragons drove up onto 
the ice to meet us. We gratefully loaded up the sledge-train to descend to 
Carlsberg Fjord, from where the bump and bang through Klitdal began. 
The discomfort eased as we re-entered Hurry Inlet but we were still glad to 
see Constable Pynt. 

After a final night in ‘Tangentville’ we flew the next day by Twin Otter 
to Akureyri in northern Iceland for hot showers, clean clothes, eating at 
tables, sitting on chairs, sleeping in beds. Then there was a 5-6 hour drive 
through the mountains of Iceland back to Reykjavik for more R&R at Snor-
ri’s Guesthouse. Good memories, good company, some good climbing and 
skiing, no major differences of opinion, lots of smiles. No real gripes – 
except maybe a bit too much chocolate in the ration packs and a mysteri-
ously severe shortage of tea bags. 

The upper ridge of 
Hvithorn from Varmtind. 
(Jim Gregson)
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North Liverpool Land First Ascents 
3pm Attack. . . (528m)  N71° 22.038'  W22° 03.295'  (Buisse, Hoare) 
Bird Bone Peak (853m)  N71° 22.736'  W22° 5.251'  (FA? Smith, Chadwick) 
Bird Bone Point (726m)  N71° 22.214'  W22° 06.350'  (FA? Smith, Chadwick) 
Carlsberg Dome (845m)  N71° 22.929'  W22° 04.851'  (Gregson, Gregson, Bonney) 
Consolation Point (808m)  N71° 22.921'  W21° 59.699'  (Smith, Chadwick)  
Kuldefjeld (980m)  N71° 21.219'  W21° 59.522'  (Gregson, Gregson, Bonney) 
Mount Hulya 1 (830m)  N71° 21.732'  W 21° 56.564'  (Buisse, Hoare) 
Mount Thistle (1040m)  N71° 19.00'  W22° 03.00'  (Buisse, Hoare) 
Old Men’s Peak (707m) N71° 19.024'  W22° 6.795'  (Smith, Chadwick) 
Pt. 810 (810m)  N71° 25.871'  W22° 6.037'  (2nd A? Smith, Chadwick) 
Snow Dome (816m)  N71° 25.442'  W22° 6.218'  (FA? Smith, Chadwick) 
Snow Knoll (722m) N71° 25.118'  W22° 5.967'  (2nd A Smith, Chadwick) 
The Wedge (708m)  N71° 25.734'  W22° 1.530'  (FA? Smith, Chadwick) 
Varmtind (750m)  N71° 23.036'  W21° 56.156'  (Gregson, Gregson) 
Snow White Col (788m)  N71° 21.126'  W22° 00.003'  (Buisse, Hoare) 

Summary: Independent expedition to North Liverpool Land, East Green-
land April/May 2014. Geoff Bonney, Alexandre Buisse, Peter Chadwick, 
Jim Gregson, Sandy Gregson, Tony Hoare, Michael Smith – 5 of these are 
AC members. Thanks go to the AC Climbing Fund/First Ascent for grant 
aid and to Tangent Expeditions Ltd who were also very helpful in handling 
so much of our arrangement.
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Looking south-east from Varmtind, across frozen Neild Bugt to unclimbed peaks 
on the coast of Liverpool Land. (Jim Gregson)


